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Abstract

The Indonesian banking system has implemented a deposit guarantee. Deposit guarantees are carried out in order to provide a sense of security for customers. Moral hazard tends to be higher in the banking industry. This study aims to examine the relationship of bank characteristics with market discipline. Bank characteristics include: capital, bank risk, profitability, efficiency and bank size. The sample selection uses a purposive sampling method. The number of samples of 30 banks with period 2009-2015. Data analysis techniques used multiple linear regression. The results showed the profitability and size of the bank affect market discipline. Where profitability and bank size have a positive effect on market discipline. This research has implications for the importance of banks in increasing bank assets, especially for private banks.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Bank is a financial institution which has a very strategic role whereas the structure of the Indonesian financial industry in 2015 was still dominated by banks consisting of Commercial Banks and Rural Credit Banks (BPR). This could be seen from the total assets of the banking industry towards financial institutions which reached 78.2%. The ratio of credit to GDP in Indonesia in 2014 was around 36% (Bank Indonesia, 2014). As the intermediary function of finan-
cial institutions, banks also have a market share of 80 percent in financing (credit) from the intermedia-
tion function of the entire financial system (Astohar, 2009).

The bank financial intermediary function arises as the results of high liquidity costs, moni-
toring costs, and price risk. This arising occurs because there is asymmetric information between
the owner of the fund (household) and the company using the funds (corporations/net borrowers) so that an intermediary is needed to be able to accommodate the needs of both parties (Haryanto, 2015).

The banking industry will be able to per-
form the intermediation function properly and
efficiently if the bank is healthy. Sound banking is essential for sustaining and supporting a healthy
and strong economy (Hasan and Tandelilin, 2012). In order to strengthen national banking, the
Indonesian bank adopted the International Con-
vergence of Capital Measurement and Capital
Standards: A Revised Framework document, bet-
ter known as the Basel II Framework which was
published by the BCBS (Basel Committee on
Banking Supervision) in June 2004 and the re-
vised edition in June 2006. There are 3 (three)
complementary pillars, namely Minimum Capital
Requirements, Supervisory Review Process and
Market Discipline.

Changes in business complexity and the risk profile originating from banks or from subsi-
diary companies, and changes in the assessment
of bank conditions which are applied internationally affect the bank sound assessment approach.
Bank soundness is a means for the supervisory
authority to determine the strategy and focus of supervision on banks assessing the soundness of
banks. According to PBI: 13/1/PBI/2011, the
health rating of banks has changed based on the
risk with the scope of assessment are 1) risk pro-
file, 2) Good Corporate Governance (GCG), 3)
earnings, and 4) capital.

The banking industry will be able to per-
form the intermediation function properly and
efficiently if the bank is healthy. Sound banking is essential for sustaining and supporting a healthy
and strong economy (Hasan and Tandelilin, 2012). In order to strengthen national banking, the
Indonesian bank adopted the International Con-
vergence of Capital and in order to improve su-
ervision, transparency is an important aspect in
efforts to strengthen banks. Transparency is very much needed in the banking world, bearing in
mind that the depositors and investors have in-

terest in the security and management of their funds (Hasan, 2013). This mechanism of supervi-
sion on risk and bank performance by market participants is what is called market discipline. Market discipline is a control carried out by the community to increase trust. Market discipline is the level of concern of the general public and the people, who are banking customers, about the conditions being faced by banks, more specifically banks that are directly related to customers’ savings and investment funds (Jati and Murni, 2012).

Market discipline is a series of three pillars, in
addition to minimum capital standards and regu-
lar processes to improve the security and soundness of the banking and financial system. Market discipline is one of the important pillars of sound banking (Hasan and Tandelilin, 2012). This is because market discipline provides incentives for banks to conduct their business with safe, good and efficient behavior. Market discipline encourages the public role to participate in supervising banks (Riansika and Taswan, 2015).

The existence of a deposit insurance institu-
tion has an impact on customer behavior. Market
discipline will tend to decrease when the guaran-
tees given are greater (Ioannidou and Dreu, 2006;
Karas, Pely and Schoors, 2019). The existence of LPS in that context is to provide guarantees for
customer funds.

The competitive environment will influence
the banking industry. In developed countries with
open information and intense competition among
banks, market discipline tends to occur more of-
ten. Thus, there is an automatic control between
the public and the banking industry. Research in
a country where the banking industry has ad-
vanced, such as in the United States, shows that
depositors, both those with savings funds and
those who are without, will monitor and control
effective banking (Goldber and Hudgins, 1996; Park and Peristiani 1998; Khorassani, 2000; Gold-
ber and Hudgins 2002), in Switzerland (Birchler
and Maechler 2002), and in Indonesia (Widyastuti, et. al., 2019). In these circumstances, the reward
and punishment mechanism works flawlessly, not
only depositors who care about the world bank-
ing, but the banking industry will also be more
concerned with the level of risk encountered and
will be directly related to the security of customer funds.

The debate over market discipline is inter-
esting when it meets with different conditions
and regulations of the banking industry where
market discipline function is acting as the control
for bank stakeholders. In Indonesia, Bank Indonesia policies tend to have the potential for an oligopolistic banking industry (Taswan, 2011). Hadad et al. (2011) examined the market discipline in Indonesia within the period of 1995 to 2009 with grounded changes to regulations concerning collateral for customer deposits and bank capital. This research was conducted with the changing regulatory environment regarding the bank health paradigm. Bank health assessment that previously applied was Bank Indonesia Regulation (PBI) No. 6/10 /PBI/2004 concerning the Rating System for Commercial Banks referring to CAMELS. Bank Indonesia Regulation (PBI): 13/1/PBI/2011 dated 5 January 2011 concerning Rating of Soundness of Commercial Banks has changed the risk-based rating of banks in Indonesia, known as RGEC.

Several studies conducted in developing countries show that the depositor has the ability to discipline banks (Martinez and Schmukler (2001). This is certainly interesting because in developing countries there is less public awareness. The results of this study are possible because this study precisely was performed in developing countries during the period of high bank risk research, so that public discipline will be high. This study aims to analyze the influence of bank capital, risk, liquidity, profitability, efficiency, and bank size towards market discipline.

2. HYPOTHESIS DEVELOPMENT

Financial institutions have experienced rapid and complex development, so market discipline is needed. Market discipline is an important part of efforts to create sound banking (Meyer, 1999). Market discipline to reduce the burden of supervision of financial institutions (Bliss, 2005). Market discipline mechanism is where market participants monitor and discipline excessive risk-taking behavior by banks (Lane, 1993; Stephanou, 2010; Ahmad, et. al., 2019). Thus, market discipline is a monitoring mechanism by market participants for risk and bank performance.

There are several studies used changes in volume of deposits as an indicator of market discipline; they are Park & Peristiani (1998), and Jagtiani & Lemieux (2001). Other researchers used interest ratios and changes in deposit volumes as indicators of market discipline; they are Ellis & Flannery (1992) and Cook & Spellman (1994). Taswan (2011) and Riandika and Taswan (2015) used deposit growth as an indicator of market discipline. Two market discipline measures, namely the ratio of deposit changes (FUND) and the ratio of deposit interest fees to total deposits were used by Taswan (2013).

Bank capital, in this case, Capital Adequacy Ratio (CAR) is an important pillar for banks. The role of capital is very important in the banking business because it can support the bank operational activities, so that it can run smoothly (Sari, 2013). CAR is a capital ratio that shows the ability of banks to provide funds for business development needs and to accommodate the risk of loss of funds caused by bank operations. CAR is a ratio that takes into account how much all the bank assets that contain risks which are financed from their own capital funds, funds from sources outside the bank, such as public, loans (debt) and others.

CAR shows the ability of the bank financial resources that can be used for business development needs and to anticipate potential losses from credit channeled. The greater the CAR of a bank shows that the bank is increasingly solvable. Banks with high CAR will be stronger in bearing the risk of any credit or productive assets that are at risk and able to finance bank operations. A large CAR ratio indicates that bank capital is also large, so that banks will have the flexibility to place funds from that capital for productive asset portfolios (Haryanto, 2014).

Banks that are able to fulfill CAR show that bank complies with banking regulations. Banks that are increasingly compliant with regulations show that the bank is healthy. One measure of bank health is related to CAR. Banks with high CAR indicate that the bank is much healthier. Bank Indonesia determines bank CAR provisions are above 8%. Banks that have a greater CAR are a positive signal for depositors, and conversely, the lower CAR is a negative signal, the consequence is depositors will withdraw their savings.

Banks with a higher CAR have the ability to absorb risk. In addition, banks with high CAR will be able to create a healthy banking system that is able to develop and compete nationally and internationally. Research by Skully et al. (2012), Riandika and Taswan (2015) found that CAR had a positive effect on driving deposit growth. The finding of Irfan and Nugroho (2015) was that CAR had a negative effect on changes in deposits.

H1: Capital Adequacy Ratio (CAR) of banks influences market discipline.

Changes in the bank business environment
are rapid. Both external and internal environment will be followed by increasingly complex risks for banking business activities. The bank is a business with a high level of risk. One of the risks that arises due to the increasingly complex banking activities is the emergence of a larger Non-Performing Loan (NPL) (Haryanto, 2016a). NPL is one indicator to see the ability of bank management to manage extended loans. The higher the NPL of a bank indicates that the ability of management is getting worse which indicates the worse quality of credit. Conversely, a lower NPL shows the ability of bank management to improve credit, so that the quality of assets is getting better. NPL is a comparison between total non-performing loans and total loans distributed to debtors. NPL is a ratio that reflects credit risk, where the higher the NPL, the greater the credit risk borne by the bank (Haryanto, 2014). The higher NPL will increase costs, as well as for the provision of productive assets and other costs that is conversely smaller. The higher the NPL shows the higher the problem loans of a bank (Haryanto, 2016b).

NPL information is one of the bases used by the public to assess how a bank is performing. The higher the NPL indicates the ability of management to manage loans that tends to get worse, so that the greater the risk of banks tends to make people reluctant to save their funds. This is related to the risk of funds.

Hadad et al. (2011) in his research on Market Discipline, Financial Crisis, and Regulatory Change stated that an evidence from Indonesia Banks using credit risk to measure bank risk showed that bank risk positively influenced market discipline. The results of Jatna's research (2007) showed that the public had utilized the availability of information in the form of problem loans as a basis for assessing the performance of a bank. Apart from that, the guaranteed interest rate indicator was also used by depositors as one of its considerations in depositing funds in banks. Skully (2012), Jati and Murni (2012) research results showed that the NPL ratio had a significant negative effect on deposit growth. Riantika and Taiwan (2015) found that NPLs did not affect market discipline.

H3: Non-Performance Loan (NPL) affects Market Discipline.

Banks are required to be able to perform good liquidity management. Liquidity is used as a collateral for possible payment obligations. Some banks carry out strategies with excess liquidity as a signal to the market that the bank has strong liquidity. However, such high liquidity can also be interpreted that banks have poor liquidity management so that they are not managing their portfolio of assets and liabilities optimally (Wuryandani et al, 2014). Hasan and Tandelili research results (2012) showed positive depositor reactions on Net Interest Margin (NIM) and positive depositor reactions to Loan to Deposit Ratio (LDR).

H4: Loan to Deposit Ratio (LDR) affects Market Discipline

Profitability is the most appropriate indicator to measure bank performance (Sofyan: 2013). Bank Indonesia prioritizes the value of a bank profitability as measured by the value of assets whose funds mostly come from public funds or deposits. ROA is used to measure the efficiency and effectiveness of a company in generating profits by utilizing its assets. The high ROA indicates that banks are getting better at using their assets. Banks with good profitability have shown that the bank fundamentals are good. The results of Barajas and Steiner (2000) stated that depositors preferred banks with strong fundamentals. Riantika (2015) stated that ROA had a positive effect on deposit growth.

H5: Profitability (ROA) affects Market Discipline

High competition, including in the banking industry, tends to create efficiency. Efficiency is a very important determinant in the activities of a company. Efficiency in the banking industry as a whole is an important aspect to consider to create a healthy and sustainable bank performance (Abidin and Endri, 2009). Under conditions of the increasing fierce competition today, banks are required to be able to be efficient in their operations.

Efficiency is a very important factor in business, because efficiency is one of the important indicators to measure the overall performance of a company activities. Hence, the company will always try to improve its efficiency. Wheelock and Wilson (1999) stated that efficiency was an important measure of a bank operational conditions and was one of the key indicators of a bank success.

H6: Efficiency affects Market Discipline

The size of the company shows the size of assets owned by the bank, the number of sales, average total sales and average assets. The size of the company shows the amount of experience and ability to grow a company that indicates the ability and level of risk in managing investments.
provided by the stockholders to increase investor prosperity (Haryanto, 2015). A larger company will be relatively more stable and more capable of generating profits than a company with small total assets (Pangemanan and Mawikere, 2011). This shows that large companies are more promising for good performance (Lin 2006). Trust is a very important capital for a bank. Public confidence will tend to increase in banks with good performance. Consequently, the public (depositors) tend to save their funds in large banks because depositors tend to trust them more.

H0: Bank size influences market discipline

3. DATA AND METHODS

Table 1. Variable Operationalization

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>variable operationalization</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Market Discipline</td>
<td>Changes in deposits ratios</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Bank Capital</td>
<td>Capital Adequacy Ratio (CAR)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Risk</td>
<td>Non Performance Loans (NPL)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Liquidity</td>
<td>Loan to deposit ratio (LDR)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Profitability</td>
<td>Return on Assets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Efficiency</td>
<td>Operating Costs on Operating Income (BOPO)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Size</td>
<td>Assets</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Data collection techniques were carried out with documentation and data analysis techniques were used to determine the effect of capital variables, risks, liquidity, profitability, efficiency and bank size on market discipline, either partially or simultaneously using multiple linear regression. To eliminate the size of different variables, the multiple regression equation model was formulated as follows:

\[ Y = \beta_1 X_1 + \beta_2 X_2 + \beta_3 X_3 + \beta_4 X_4 + \beta_5 X_5 + e \]

Where: Y: Market discipline; b1-5: Regression coefficient; X1: Bank capital measured by the value of the Capital Adequacy Ratio (CAR); X2: Bank risk measured from Non-Performance Loans (NPLs); X3: Liquidity measured from Loan to Deposit Ratio (LDR); X4: Bank profitability measured by ROA; X5: Bank efficiency measured by the value of BOPO; X6: Bank size; and e: Error

4. RESULT

Data description

A description of the research data for 30 banks within the period of 2009 to 2015 analysis range was presented in Table 2. Based on Table 2, it showed that the average deposits deposited by banks continue to increase, but this increase was not evenly experienced by all banks. Large banks tend to increase deposits. Bank capital as indicated by the average CAR of banks during the period of 2009 to 2015 was above the Bank Indonesia regulation (8%). The credit risk shown by the NPL had fluctuated, but the average was still below Bank Indonesia regulations, which was 5 percent. The low NPL showed that national bank credit management was quite good.

Table 2. Data Description

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DPK</td>
<td>68,554</td>
<td>81,846</td>
<td>91,691</td>
<td>107,761</td>
<td>124,716</td>
<td>138,104</td>
<td>145,446</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAR</td>
<td>16,95</td>
<td>15,94</td>
<td>15,79</td>
<td>15,86</td>
<td>16,22</td>
<td>16,36</td>
<td>17,62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NPL</td>
<td>3,14</td>
<td>3,42</td>
<td>2,67</td>
<td>2,29</td>
<td>2,17</td>
<td>2,73</td>
<td>2,60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LDR</td>
<td>70,68</td>
<td>71,84</td>
<td>77,71</td>
<td>77,94</td>
<td>85,66</td>
<td>85,77</td>
<td>86,79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROA</td>
<td>1,26</td>
<td>1,63</td>
<td>1,79</td>
<td>1,88</td>
<td>1,72</td>
<td>1,47</td>
<td>1,31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BOPO</td>
<td>84,24</td>
<td>82,55</td>
<td>81,43</td>
<td>77,90</td>
<td>83,26</td>
<td>84,82</td>
<td>86,65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Aktiva</td>
<td>81,647</td>
<td>98,39</td>
<td>118,060</td>
<td>137,544</td>
<td>158,041</td>
<td>182,469</td>
<td>200,102</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Profitability shows the ability of management to manage banks; the better management in managing the bank, the higher the profitability will be. Bank profitability (ROA) during the period of 2009 to 2015 showed fluctuating values. Based on ROA values, it showed that banks in Indonesia were healthy. Bank efficiency was shown by the value of BOPO during the study period ranging from 77.9% to 86.65%. The higher the BOPO value, it indicates the lower the bank efficient level. The level of bank efficiency, in general, was still good, because it was still within the range of Bank Indonesia regulations. The increase in BOPO was partly influenced by the increase in the cost of funds. The increase in deposits had a significant impact on the increase in bank assets. The increase in bank assets was in line with the increase in bank deposits during the period of 2009 to 2015.

### Table 3. Summary of Data Analysis Results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variabel</th>
<th>Standardized Coefficients Beta</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
<th>VIF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CAR</td>
<td>-0.070</td>
<td>-1.777</td>
<td>0.077</td>
<td>1.080</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NPL</td>
<td>-0.074</td>
<td>-1.711</td>
<td>0.089</td>
<td>1.311</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LDR</td>
<td>-0.016</td>
<td>-0.425</td>
<td>0.671</td>
<td>1.027</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROA</td>
<td>0.097</td>
<td>2.208</td>
<td>0.029</td>
<td>1.352</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BOPO</td>
<td>0.014</td>
<td>0.350</td>
<td>0.727</td>
<td>1.143</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ukper</td>
<td>0.803</td>
<td>18.535</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>1.506</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\[ R^2 \] = 0.756
\[ R^2_{adj} \] = 0.747
\[ F \] = 87.793
\[ F_{F统计} \] = 0.000
\[ DW \] = 2.035

### 5. DISCUSSION

#### Effect of Capital on Market Discipline

The results showed that bank capital did not affect market discipline. Bank capital measured by CAR value is the ability of banks to bear the risk of each credit. The results of this study indicated that the public perceived the capital of banks in Indonesia was quite healthy. This was indicated by the average CAR value was above Bank Indonesia regulation 8% (Table 1). Therefore, even though the bank CAR value fluctuated, the fluctuation was still in a safe condition, which was above 8%. When CAR fluctuates, customers or the public are not worried as long as followed by taking action to withdraw funds. A decrease in the value of CAR is not perceived by customers as a decrease in the health of the bank as long as the decrease in CAR value is still within the limits of Bank Indonesia regulations. Conversely, when a bank CAR increases, it does not necessarily mean that customers or the public will add more deposit to their savings in the bank. This is because high CAR value does not directly affect customers. A high CAR value makes customer psychological relatively calm.

The results of this study did not support the findings of research conducted by Skully et al. (2012), Riamdika and Taswan (2015) who found that CAR had a positive effect on encouraging deposit growth. This study also did not support the research of Irfan and Nugroho (2015) where the results showed that CAR value fluctuate still good, because it was still within the limits of Bank Indonesia regulations. Conversely, when a bank CAR increases, it does not necessarily mean that customers or the public will add more deposit to their savings in the bank. This is because high CAR value does not directly affect customers. A high CAR value makes customer psychological relatively calm.

#### The Effect of Credit Risk on Market Discipline

NPL is the ratio between problem loans and bank loans. This ratio is used to measure credit risk whereas the higher the NPL shows the higher the risk faced by banks. The results sho-
It was found that NPL did not affect market discipline. The results of this study indicated that customers or the public were not so affected by the ability of banks to manage the extended loans. This situation was supported by the fact that the average value of non-performing loans (NPL) of banks was quite good, whereas the value of future NPLs was below 5%. Nevertheless, there are several banks with high NPL values. If the NPL value is already very high, the customer certainly will respond by withdrawing funds as a form of minimizing the risk of the funds.

The bank risk variable, in this case the NPL value to market discipline, is also supported by the existence of a customer deposit guarantee system, namely the existence of LPS. The existence of LPS more or less will make sense of security for customers and the public in depositing funds in the bank. The existence of a customer deposit guarantee system tends to weaken market discipline. The results of this study supported the findings of a study conducted by Riandika and Taswan (2015) wherein NPL did not affect market discipline. However, this study did not support the findings of research conducted by Jatna (2007), Skully (2012), Jati and Murni (2012) in which showed that the NPL ratio had a significant negative effect on deposit growth.

**The Effect of Liquidity on Market Discipline**

Bank liquidity shows the ability to meet short-term obligations. This bank obligation can be in the form of a credit request or a withdrawal of depositors from their funds. Bank liquidity, as measured by LDR, is quite vulnerable and can be suddenly drained from a bank if trust in a bank decreases. The results showed that liquidity had no effect on market discipline. Banks with high LDR showed lower bank liquidity, and vice versa.

The results of this study indicated that customers did not respond to changes in bank liquidity. This was possible because the average level of bank liquidity was still quite good wherein the average LDR value during the period of 2009 to 2015 was ranging from 70.68% to 86.79%. Therefore, the bank liquidity was not seen by customers as something worrisome. This was what made customers less likely to influence market discipline. The results of this study did not support the research findings of Hasan and Tandelilin (2012).

**The Effect of Profitability on Market Discipline**

Profitability is an important measure of a bank health. Besides profitability also portrays the ability of management in managing a bank. The higher the profitability of a bank shows that the better the performance. ROA shows the level of ability of banks to generate profits. The higher ROA shows the bank ability to generate profits from assets owned by the bank. ROA is a bank profitability indicator that is preferred over other profitability indicators. The results showed that ROA affected market discipline in a positive direction. This shows that the motives of customers or the public in depositing funds to the bank tend to be about how the health and prospects of the bank going forward. This is certainly related to a sense of security for customers of the funds they hold. In a fierce bank competition, the health of the bank with profitability as an indicator becomes important for customers. Customers will tend to save their funds in banks with a good level of health and conversely customers tend to avoid banks whose health is not well. This result also indicated that the public in saving their funds tended to see how profitability or fundamentals one bank is. The results of this study supported the research findings of Barajas and Steiner (2000), Riandika and Taswan (2015) wherein ROA had a positive effect on deposit growth.

**The Effect of Efficiency on Market Discipline**

The results of the study on the effect of bank efficiency, which was proxied by BOPO on market discipline, showed that efficiency did not affect market discipline. These results indicated that community control through market discipline was not influenced by the efficiency of a bank. The efficiency of a bank, whether it is high or low for the community, is not that important. Thus, people do not really respond in the form of savings in a bank. This condition may be caused by the depositor view that whether the bank is efficient or not, they assume that this will not affect the costs or interest incurred or earned. Although, the development of BOPO showed an increase wherein the average bank BOPO was ranging from 77.26 to 86.65 within the period of 2009 to 2015. This BOPO value was above the BOPO of banks in ASEAN countries. In addition, the average depositor deposit was not too large, or even the public felt that there was no other choice but to deposit their excess funds, which caused the depositor did not respond to the efficiency of a bank. Although, BOPO does not affect market discipline, it does not mean that banks do not suppress their BOPO in order to increase the bank efficiency. This is because efficiency is an
important measure of bank operational conditions and is one of the key indicators of a bank success (Wheelock and Wilson, 1999).

The Effect of Bank Size on Market Discipline

The results showed that bank size influenced market discipline in a positive direction. This shows that banks with an increasingly large size, as measured by assets owned, tend to be chosen by the public or customers in depositing funds. People feel more confident in saving money in large banks compared to small banks. Banks with large assets tend to be able to open networks with branches in various regions. This will certainly make it easier for the public to deposit their funds in the bank compared to banks with fewer networks.

Banks with large networks will be more in touch with their customers, making it easier for customers to deal (transaction) with these banks. In addition, banks with large assets tend to have better ability and experience in managing banks, so customers tend to have more trust. Trust is the main capital and is very important in the banking business. Large companies are more promising for good performance.

These results indicated that the public tends to believe that large banks are less likely to be closed by the government. The community believes that large banks do not get to be shut down because the impact will be large. Findings from Yudistira (2002) found that people behavior in Indonesia tended to shift from small banks to large banks.

6. CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS

The results showed that simultaneous capital, bank risk, liquidity, profitability, efficiency, and bank size affected market discipline. Partially it showed that capital, bank risk, liquidity, and efficiency did not affect market discipline, variable profitability and bank size affected market discipline instead.

The object of this study was limited to the national banking industry that went public with an analysis span of 2009 to 2015 with a sample of 30 banks. The variables used to predict market discipline were only the capital, bank risk, liquidity, profitability, efficiency, and bank size variables. For further research, it can be done by analyzing the banking industry by classifying banks with assets and the number of bank branches. Variables for other variables, both internal and external factors of the bank, are carried out as predictors of market discipline.
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